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Abstract

Limbic encephalitis associated with anti-voltage-gated potassium channel complex antibodies
(VGKCC-Ab-LE) is an autoimmune form of encephalitis. VGKCC-Ab-LE patients present well-
documented residual episodic memory impairment and atrophy in the hippocampus (HPC). Never-
theless, it remains unclear whether HPC atrophy per se explains this amnestic syndrome. The present
study addresses this gap of knowledge and sought to investigate if the structural brain abnormalities in
these patients extend beyond the established HPC atrophy and whether these extra-HPC abnormalities
are associated with patients pronounced memory impairment. The analysis comprised volume- (VBM)
and surface-based morphometry (SBM), the latter being a novel method in the study of this specific
disease and a more sensitive one in detecting and localizing abnormalities in the cortex. SBM revealed
significant cortical thinning in several areas in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), along with some differences
in patients’ gyrification index in the bilateral insula. Furthermore, a correlation between the measures
in the PFC and the bilateral insula with the memory performance was found. Moreover, VBM revealed
bilateral HPC and also thalamic atrophy, along with a positive correlation between this atrophy and
the areas presenting cortical thinning. This study demonstrates that VGKCC-Ab-LE not only results
in bilateral HPC and thalamic atrophy, but also that this atrophy may result in the disruption of HPC-
PFC network or cortico-thalamic-HPC circuits causing significant reductions in the cortical thickness
of the PFC. This cortical thinning accompanied by the finding of gyrification reduction in the bilateral
insula might be related to the accentuated memory deficits of the patients.
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1. Introduction

Limbic encephalitis (LE) is a significant cause of
morbidity worldwide characterized by the inflam-
mation of the grey matter (GM) structures of
the limbic system [1]. LE associated with anti-
voltage-gated potassium channel complex antibod-
ies (VGKCC-Ab-LE) is an autoimmune form of en-
cephalitis in which the antibodies are mainly di-
rected against two surface proteins: leucine-rich
glioma inactivated (LGI1) and contactin-associated
protein-like (CASPR2) [1]. However patients’ neu-
robehavioral outcome has not been fully charac-
terised, and reveals considerable variability, it is
agreed that they are impaired in several reported
cognitive domains, with episodic memory (the ca-
pacity to recollect past events that occurred at a
particular time and place [2]) impairment being the
most prominent characteristic [3, 4]. VGKCC-Ab-
LE is a potentially reversible disease, thought to be
responsive to immunotherapy. Substantial recov-
ery can be made in processing speed and executive
function (two impaired domains at the acute phase

of the disease) [5, 6], although patients may be left
with permanent anterograde amnesia (loss of the
ability to create new memories after the onset of a
particular event) [3, 5–7]. Although the majority of
studies agree with the verbal memory impairment
in these patients, the non-verbal memory impair-
ment findings are not consistent and some studies
report their impairment [6, 7] while others consider
it as a spare domain [3, 5]. The conflicting nature
of these reports should be seen in the light of the
small number of patients reported in each study,
as well as the limited range of neuropsychological
tests often used (see Butler et. al [5] for discus-
sion). Furthermore, only a subset of the studies
considered have employed correction for multiple
comparisons, which may further explain the incon-
sistencies noticed among the studies. Brain Mor-
phometry, the study of the size and shape of the
brain structures as well as their changes [8], em-
ploys several fully automated morphometric meth-
ods - voxel-based morphometry (VBM), surface-
based morphometry (SBM) and tensor-based mor-
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phometry (TBM) - which through statistical analy-
sis, can not only identify and characterize structural
differences (in GM volume, cortical thickness (CT),
gyrification index and sulcus depth) among popu-
lations, but also allow correlations between struc-
tural properties and measures of interest. These
methods complement the traditional brain mor-
phometric approach of manually delineated struc-
tures, allowing an identification of more subtle dif-
ferences, across the whole brain [8]. Furthermore,
post-mortem studies demonstrated focal hippocam-
pus (HPC) pathology in autoimmune LE patients
[9]. It is a consistent finding the volume deficits
presented in the medial temporal lobe (MTL), par-
ticularly in the HPC [3, 4, 10], in these patients,
whereas their relationship with the memory impair-
ment remains unclear. Although up to date, there
are still no studies employing the SBM or TBM
in this type of patients, through VBM, the atro-
phy in the HPC is identified and different correla-
tions between this atrophy and deficits in memory
were found: In both Miller et al. [10] and Finke
et al.[4] a positive correlation between the CA3 vol-
ume and episodic memory is reported. On the other
hand, Loane et al. [3] accounts for no correlation
between the HPC atrophy and patients’ memory
performance despite of, a positive correlation be-
tween inter-HPC functional connectivity with both
memory scores and thalamic volumes. Neuroimag-
ing studies of amnesia, or more specifically episodic
memory, have predominantly focused their atten-
tion on MTL. There is growing acknowledgment
however, that regions outside the MTL can also
support episodic memory processes [11–13]. Con-
sidering this growing acknowledgment and the exis-
tent controversy regarding the HPC atrophy and its
relationship with the amnesia syndrome, this study
aims to determine whether this atrophy suffices to
explain this syndrome in these patients, or if there
are other regions, not yet identified, which help to
explain it. Furthermore, given the HPC-Thalamic
volume relationship in the VGKCC-Ab-LE patients
[3], that suggests that the thalamic atrophy may be
an indirect result of the HPC atrophy, as well as
the existing evidence that degeneration in remote
regions of the brain following focal lesions might
be an indirect effect of the Wallerian degeneration,
it is of interest to explore the relationship between
the possible cortical abnormalities and the thala-
mic atrophy and their respective association with
the HPC atrophy. This will be carried out through
different morphometry approaches compassing vol-
ume and surface based morphometry. It is hypothe-
sized that the HPC atrophy may trigger more subtle
structural abnormalities in remote regions that are
connected with the HPC, which in turn, may pro-
vide a more adequate explanation of the variability

of patients performance in tests of episodic memory.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants

The data used were obtained in the scope of
the University of Oxfords Memory and Amnesia
Project (MAP) and the patients were recruited
between 2013 and 2017. The study included 22
VGKCC-Ab-LE patients tested positive for serum
VGKC antibodies ((mean±SD: 63.89± 11.82 years;
range: 20.71 - 83.1) and 67 healthy controls
((mean±SD): 61.08±13.59 years; range: 22.68 - 86).
All patients were recruited in the post-acute phase
of the illness (mean = 5.02 years; SD = 3.76 years).
For further clinical details, see Loane et al. [3].

2.2. Neuropsychological Evaluation

The Neuropsychological assessment was conducted
using a battery of standardized neuropsychological
tests for the purpose of the current study. Episodic
memory scores for healthy controls and patients
were recovered from the MAP database. The raw
scores from individual tests for each patient were
converted to z-scores and, by averaging these z-
scores of each patient’s test, it was possible to de-
rive four composite memory scores (visual / verbal
x recall / recognition). It is important to note that
the controls used for the calculation of the z-scores
(Table 1), are not exactly the same controls used
for the structural analysis, since some controls were
only scanned and did not perform the neuropsy-
chological tests - 41 controls along with 22 patients
were assessed with these tests.

Table 1: Summary of neuropsychological assess-
ment of neurotypical controls and VGKCC-Ab-
LE patients; D&P: Doors and People Test [14];
RMT: Recognition Memory Test [15]; ROCFT:
Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test [16]; WMS-
III: Wechsler Memory Scale III [17]; t: = Students
t-test; χ2: Pearson Chi Square; p*: p values are
adjusted for Bonferroni correction for multiple com-
parisons across all composite scores.
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2.3. MRI acquisition

Structural MRI data were recovered from MAP’s
database for controls and patients. For the present
research, the data was acquired using a Siemens
3T Trio system equipped with a 32-channel head
coil located at the University of Oxford Centre
for Clinical Magnetic Resonance Research. A 3D
T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient
echo (MPRAGE) sequence was used with the fol-
lowing parameters: Repetition Time (TR) = 2040
ms, Echo time (TE) = 4.7 ms, flip angle = 8◦, FOV
= 192 mm, voxel size = 1 x 1 x 1 mm;

2.4. Manual Segmentation of the HPC

Through an established and validated protocol (to
access the protocol: https://www.ndcn.ox.ac.

uk/files/research/segmentation_protocol_

medial_temporal_lobes.pdf) manual segmen-
tation of the HPC was performed using the
manual segmentation tools in ITK-SNAP 3.6
(http://www.itksnap.org). Thereafter it was
normalized for total intra-cranial volume (TIV)
derived from the Computational Anatomy Toolbox
(CAT12, http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat/)
an extension toolbox of the Statistical Parametric
Mapping software (SPM12, http://www.fil.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12.

2.5. Preprocessing of Neuroimaging Data

The images were first manually examined for scan-
ner artifacts and reoriented to have the same
point of origin (anterior commissure) and spa-
tial orientation. The VBM, SBM and TBM
analysis were conducted using the CAT12, run-
ning in Matlab R2017b. The default settings for
each analysis are described in detail in the man-
ual of the CAT12 toolbox (http://dbm.neuro.
uni-jena.de/cat12/CAT12Manual.pdf). The T1-
weighted images were bias-corrected to remove in-
tensity non-uniformities, segmented and registered
to a common template in MNI stereotactic space by
iteratively registering segmented images via DAR-
TEL (Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration using
Exponentiated Lie algebra) toolbox to CAT12’s de-
fault template (IXI555 MNI152).

2.5.1 Surface-based Morphometry (SBM)

The estimation of CT and central surface for each
hemisphere is based on the Projection-based Thick-
ness(PBT) method and is fully automated [18]. It
uses tissue segmentation to estimate the white mat-
ter (WM) distance and its local maxima (the CT) is
then projected to other GM voxels by using a neigh-
bor relationship described by the WM distance [18].
Moreover, the surface pipeline includes the imple-
mentation of topology correction, spherical map-
ping and spherical registration, by this order, to
the surface mesh. The Gyrification Index, extracted

from central surface data based on absolute mean
curvature, and the Sulcus Depth, based on the Eu-
clidean distance between the central surface and its
convex hull, were also extracted as additional sur-
face parameters [19]. The CT and the Gyrification
Index/Sulcus Depth images of the left and right
hemispheres were smoothed with a 15-mm and 20-
mm FWHM Gaussian kernel, respectively. In or-
der to verify the effectiveness of the pre-processing
and to avoid error propagation, a quality control of
all images was conducted throughout the pipeline
through the toolbox’s provided ratings.

ROI Extraction: For the three measures under
study, the mean values were extracted for 180 ROIs
defined by the HCP MMP1.0 based atlas - in which
the anatomical boundaries of each individual region
are described by Glasser et al. [20]-, using the stan-
dard procedure for ROI extraction provided.

2.5.2 Volume-based Morphometry (VBM)

A VBM analysis was used to allow a voxel-wise
study of GM volume abnormalities in the brain.
After the segmentation and registration, the GM
images are modulated and smoothed (using an
isotropic Gaussian kernel of 4mm FWHM). The im-
age data quality was assessed and analysed through
the toolbox’s provided ratings.

2.5.3 Voxel Asymmetries

In order to infer about the structural asymme-
tries of the brain between patients and controls,
a voxel-wise GM asymmetry analysis was per-
formed according to the fully automated VBM-
based approach protocol[21]. The T1-weighted seg-
mented images were flipped at midline. A sym-
metric DARTEL template from the original and
flipped GM and WM segments was subsequently
created and both the original and flipped seg-
ments were warped to this template and modu-
lated. In order to limit the analysis to the right
hemisphere, a binary mask that covers the right
hemisphere (using the previous template) was cre-
ated using MRIcron (http://people.cas.sc.edu/
rorden/mricron/index.html). The asymmetry
index images were finally calculated, using both
the warped original and warped flipped images,
and smoothed using two different smoothing ker-
nels (8mm and 4mm). The quality of each step
across the pipeline was visual analyzed to avoid er-
ror propagation.

2.5.4 Tensor-based Morphometry (TBM)

To localize regions of shape differences between
groups, a tensor-based analysis approach was used
to compare relative volumes of different brain struc-
tures. After the segmentation and the registra-
tion a Jacobian matrix field was derived from the
gradients of the deformation field that aligned an
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individual brain to the previous created template.
The local Jacobian determinant of the deformation
field, to characterize the local volume differences, is
then written, for each subject, in normalized space.
The Jacobian determinats were smoothed with an
isotropic Gaussian kernel with FWHM of 4mm.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

For all the analyses in this study, normal distribu-
tion of the data was checked by the ShapiroWilk
test. Data with normal distribution was analyzed
by the Student’s t-test, when the assumption of ho-
mogeneity of variance (assessed using the Levene’s
test) was not violated, otherwise, the Welch t-test
would be used. On the other hand, not normally
distributed data were subjected to the MannWhit-
ney U test. To study the relationship between the
composite scores and the reported areas in which
significant differences were found, a bivariate cor-
relation was performed, using SPSS (version 25.0,
SPSS Inc) for Macintosh, and the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient (r) and the Spearman correlation co-
efficient (rho) were used as well as the p values cor-
rected for multiple comparisons using the Bonfer-
roni correction method. To address multiple com-
parisons, all statistical maps were assigned thresh-
olds at voxel/vertex-level uncorrected and voxel and
cluster-level FWE corrected p <0.05. The surviving
clusters were reported.

2.6.1 Surface-based Morphometry (SBM)

A two-sample t-test (contrast: controls>patients)
was conducted to detect which brain regions showed
abnormalities in CT, gyrification index and sulcus
depth (maps of the left and right hemispheres were
independently analyzed), with age and sex as nui-
sance covariates. With the results from the previ-
ous analysis, a bivariate correlation was performed
to study the association between the reduction in
the previous measures and aspects of episodic mem-
ory impairment. Through the ROI extraction, the
estimated mean values, for each measure, for each
ROI, in the previous created SPM design were then
transferred and analyzed in SPSS Software (version
25.0, SPSS Inc).

2.6.2 Volume-based Morphometry (VBM)

The GM volume was assessed by voxel-wise two-
sample t-tests (contrast: controls>patients) using
age, sex, and TIV as nuisance covariates. The re-
sultant clusters were reported and extracted as a
binary mask. A multiple regression model between
GM volume images (with the explicit mask from the
previous step) and the average CT per ROI of the
areas that showed reduction in CT in patients was
applied (same nuisance covariates). Two separate
bivariate correlations between the composite scores
and the reported clusters and between the compos-

ite scores and the right and left manual HPC volume
were also performed.

2.6.3 Voxel Asymmetries
A two-sample t-test (applying the created right
hemisphere mask as an explicit mask) was con-
ducted, with age, sex, and TIV as nuisance covari-
ates. A multiple regression model was applied in or-
der to investigate associations between asymmetry
index in patients (explicit masking for right hemi-
sphere) and HPC Volume as a regressor of interest
in a GLM.

2.6.4 Mediation Analysis
An indirect mediation analysis (Figure 1) was per-
formed hypothesizing that the HPC volume would
indirectly influence the CT in predetermined areas
through causally linked the thalamic volume as a
mediator.

Figure 1: Path diagram illustrating (A) the direct
effects and (B) causal paths linking Hippocamapal
volume (HV) → Thalamic volume (TV) → CT in
area l9m.

2.6.5 Tensor-based Morphometry (TBM)
Replication of the tests used in the VBM analysis.

3. Results
3.1. Surface-based Morphometry (SBM)
Cortical thickness: Compared with controls, the
VGKCC-Ab-LE exhibited significantly reduced CT
in 15 different areas (HPC-MMP1.0 based atlas),
mainly compassing the frontopolar areas (Figure 2).
A stepwise discriminant function analysis was ap-
plied and the best predictor (that best discrimi-
nate between the groups) areas among the 15 were:
l9a, l9m, la9-46v, la47r, rp10p and r8BL. These ar-
eas correspond to the bilateral Anterior Cingulate
and Medial Prefrontal Cortex (mPFC), Left inferior
frontal cortex and Orbital and polar frontal cortex
[20](Figure 2). When correlating the CT in these
areas with the patients’ composite memory scores a
positive correlation between the area l9a (Left An-
terior Cingulate and mPFC) and the recognition
memory composite score was found (rho=0.649,
p=0.005) after correction for multiple comparisons.
Gyrification Index: Compared with controls,
the VGKCC-Ab-LE exhibited significantly reduced
gyrification index in bilateral insula. When cor-
relating these areas with the patients’ compos-
ite memory scores the left insula correlated with
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visual recognition (r=0.539, p=0.024) and recall
(r=0.552,p=0.018) composite scores while the right
correlated with the verbal recognition (r=0.485,
p=0.044). Sulcus depth: No differences found
when correcting for multiple comparisons.

Figure 2: Structural differences in CT. Con-
trols >VGKCC-Ab-LE patients; nuisance covari-
ates: age, sex. Color bar: t-values with the cor-
tical surface map IXI555 MNI152 (from CAT12)
as an underlay. FWE-correction (p≤0.05). (B)
Estimated marginal means of CT in each ar-
eas between groups(±1 SEM). Patients showed
reduced CT across all regions relative to con-
trols (l9m:p<.0001; l9a:p<.0001; la9-46v:p<.0001;
la47r:p=.003; r8bl:p<.0001; rp10p:p<.0001).

3.2. Volume-based Morphometry (VBM)

A decrease in GM volume in patients was found
in bilateral hippocampi and thalami (Fig. 3-Top).
Furthermore, a positive correlation between these
two bilateral areas and the areas that previously
showed a reduction in CT is established (Fig. 3-
Bottom) in the left HPC and right thalamus. No
significant correlations between the clusters found
in the left HPC and right thalamus and the memory
composite scored were found neither between the
left and right manual HPC volumes and the same
composite scores. Mediation Analysis: Results
indicated that HPC volume was a significant predic-
tor of the thalamic volume, p = .0013, and that, the
thalamic volume was a significant predictor of the
CT in area l9m, p = .0008, but not in area r8BL, p=
.0992. A significant overall indirect effect (mediated
by the Thalamic volume) was observed for the l9m
(b= 0.1304; BCa bootstrapped CI [0.0431, 0.2734])
with an indirect effect ratio (what % of total ef-
fect is indirect effect) of 98% but not in area r8BL
(b=.0334; BCa bootstrapped CI [-.0025, .0853]).
Hemispheric asymmetry: No significant differ-
ences between hemispheric asymmetries were iden-
tified in patients when compared to controls but
a negative correlation between the patients’ asym-
metry index and HPC volume demonstrated that
asymmetry in the mPFC was associated with the
extent of HPC atrophy in patients.

3.3. Tensor-based Morphometry (TBM)

As in VBM, this analysis revealed bilateral reduc-
tion in the relative volume of the bilateral HPC and
thalamus in patients (Fig. 4). It exposed a signifi-

Figure 3: Top: Controls >Patients;Bottom: Clus-
ters of significant positive correlation of GM volume
with CT areas; nuisance covariates: age, sex and
TIV (p<.05, FWE-corrected at peak-level). (A)
maximum intensity projection, (B) slice /(C) mul-
tislice overlay on the Dartel template in MRIcron.

cant positive correlation between the CT areas and
the volume in bilateral HPC and left thalamus.

Figure 4: Contrast: Controls >Patients; nuisance
covariates: age and sex (p<.05, FWE-corrected at
peak-level). (A) maximum intensity projection, (B)
slice and (C) multislice overlay on the Dartel tem-
plate in MRIcron.

4. Discussion
To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the
first study to use SBM analysis and combine it with
VBM analysis for evaluating structural alterations
of the cortical mantle and the respective GM in
VGKCC-Ab-LE patients. This study sought to as-
sess if these structural alterations go beyond the
established HPC atrophy and if other regions out-
side the MTL can help to support episodic memory
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processes.

4.1. SBM Analysis in VGKCC-Ab-LE patients and
neuropsychological assessment

Through the SBM approach three complementary
indicators of brain structure (CT, gyrification and
sulcus depth) were used to map differential effects.
The present data demonstrate CT reduction, in
VGKCC-Ab-LE patients when compared to healthy
controls, in different areas of the PFC. These ar-
eas were also shown to be good predictors of group
membership, suggesting that they are able to cor-
rectly classify the VGKCC-Ab-LE patients. Al-
though some isolated case studies of single patients
with LE mentioned some abnormalities in the in-
tensity or metabolism in prefrontal regions [22, 23]
this has not being further studied. Up to date, there
have been no reports of structural alterations in
these areas, neither in this specific group of patients
nor in the broader spectrum of autoimmune LE,
which can be explained by the current approaches
used in order to perform this analysis. VBM is the
approach that mainly has been employed. It al-
lows to infer regional GM loss and, although it is
a reliable technique, it lodges some limitations re-
garding the identification of more subtle changes in
the cortical mantle since it does not account for the
cortical folding [24]. On the other hand, SBM can
be a higher sensitivity measure since it not only im-
proves the accuracy of cortical registration but also
allows other type of analyses concerning the cor-
tical complexity [25]. Thus, the SBM results sug-
gest that other areas outside of the MTL, particu-
larly in the PFC, may also be compromised since
a reduction in CT is present. Moreover, differences
in gyrification were identified in bilateral insula in
patients when compared to healthy controls. Al-
though the exact functional implications of the cor-
tical gyrification remain to be established, the insu-
lar atrophy has been implicated in several diseases
[26, 27] and its activity thought to be related with
behavioral and emotional states [28]. Reductions
in insular volume were found in Alzheimer’s disease
[27] and schizophrenia [29] and this atrophy related
to the cognitive deficits shown. A few studies had
report not only that autoimmune encephalitis af-
fects symmetrical regions in the brain [23] but also
the involvement of the insular cortex in this disease
including bi-insular cortical abnormalities on MRI
and F18-FDG-PET [23, 28, 30, 31]. However, the
influence that this area has in the VGKCC-Ab-LE
is unclear and in order to ascertain its role, further
research with a higher magnetic field strength and
larger patients’ sample is needed. No abnormalities
were seen in terms of sulcus depth. Summarily, the
structural analyses in both groups revealed possible
differences in patients in the CT as well as in the
gyrification index in the PFC and bilateral insula,

respectively. These findings are novel and suggest
that other areas outside the MTL are also possible
to be affected by the disease.

4.2. Structural atrophy related with memory im-
pairments

The patient group under study demonstrated
salient episodic memory deficit with a significant
impairment of verbal/non-verbal recall memory and
verbal recognition memory relative to controls and
also a marginal impairment in the recognition mem-
ory for visual material. Although there is a high
variability in neuropsychological findings these re-
sults seems to be in line with earlier reports [5–
7, 32]. Regions outside the MTL can also support
episodic memory processes and the specific involve-
ment of the left and right prefrontal cortices have
been emphasized [12, 33]. Furthermore, the areas
in the PFC that showed a reduction in CT were
tested for correlations in these domains. Consistent
with the previous hypothesis, a significant positive
correlation between CT in area l9a (Left Anterior
Cingulate and mPFC) and verbal recognition mem-
ory was found. Left lateralization of the region in
which CT was associated with verbal recognition
memory scores is consistent with the evidence for
hemispheric specialization in processing stimuli of
different modalities, such that the left hemisphere
plays a greater role in processing verbal material
[34]. Moreover, Warrington et al. [15] reported
that patients with left frontal lesions obtained poor
scores in recognition memory tests for words. The
lack of other correlations can be explained by the
strict corrections for multiple comparisons approach
used as well as the size of the sample. Such ev-
idence, seen in the light of the present findings,
suggests that cortical thinning in the mPFC may
help, at some degree, to explain some aspects of
the memory impairment. The left insula correlated
mainly with the visual recall and recognition scores
while the right side of this structure correlated with
the verbal recognition scores. These correlations
have also been reported in a few different studies
that associate the insula with declarative memory,
in particular with the recognition [35, 36], encoding
and recall [37, 38] of episodic memories. Bermudez-
Rattoni [35] proposed the contribution of this struc-
ture for visual recognition memory while Tsukiura
et al. [38] suggested that the insula plays a role
in the processing of visual impressions (i.e attrac-
tiveness, trustworthiness) and through the insular-
HPC interaction this processing contributes to the
recall and recognition of this visual stimuli. These
studies are in accordance with the obtained recall
and recognition visual correlations. However, a cor-
relation with the verbal recognition memory score
was found, the insula is not traditionally associated
with verbal recognition memory, and there is cur-
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rently little evidence to support this finding. Only
Buckner et al.[36] report its possible role in verbal
recall being hard to infer on the verbal recognition
correlation since there is no literature supporting
it. Nevertheless is important to further assess if the
proven influence of the insula in the recognition pro-
cess is also related to the verbal component. These
findings mainly suggest that the visual processing
of stimuli in insula could be affected by this areas
reduced gyrification which may be related with the
impairment shown by patients. This can help to ex-
plain the lack of correlations between the HPC vol-
ume and the memory scores for visual stimuli. One
possible interpretation of this result is that might be
the insula atrophy and posterior disruption of the
insular-HPC interaction instead of the HPC atro-
phy that predicts the level of this impairment. How-
ever, further work, related with the insula struc-
tural morphometry and its influence in specific as-
pects of episodic memory, is necessary to explore
these findings. Moreover, no significant correlations
were found between sulcus depth in VGKCC-Ab-LE
patients and composite memory scores. Summarily,
the correlations between the areas with reduction in
CT and gyrification index with the memory com-
posite scores, might help to explain these impair-
ments and give some insights in the lack of corre-
lations between the HPC volume and the memory
scores.

4.3. Connection between the VBM and SBM anal-
yses in VGKCC-Ab-LE patients

Through the VBM analysis the same results re-
ported in Loane et al. [3] were found, as expected:
a GM volume reduction in bilateral HPC and tha-
lami when comparing the two groups. Thalamic at-
rophy was interpreted by Loane et al. [3] as result of
the Wallerian degeneration following HPC atrophy,
given the correlation of HPC and thalamic volumes
in patients. Along the same line of thought, the
results of the GM volume reduction in VBM and
the CT reduction in SBM were combined and a sig-
nificant correlation was found. The GM volume re-
duction in left HPC and bilateral thalami positively
correlated with the CT reduction in specific areas of
the PFC. These findings are in accordance with the
previous hypothesis that HPC atrophy may com-
promise the structural integrity of regions beyond
the MTL that communicate with the HPC - here,
through the disruption of the HPC-PFC pathway.
Although the mechanisms underlying the interac-
tions between these areas are not fully understood,
there are several studies that could facilitate the
interpretation of this correlation since they sup-
port the idea that the neuronal projections from
the HPC, either directly or indirectly, to the PFC
(HPC-PFC circuit) play a critical role in cognitive
and emotional regulation [39–41]. This circuit holds

a fundamental role in memory, as demonstrated by
hemodynamic changes in task-based fMRI studies
in neurotypical adults [30, 42] as well as in struc-
tural and functional connectivity in neurodegener-
ative diseases, e.g. Alzheimers disease [40]. The
involvement of this network in encoding and re-
trieval of episodic-like memories [39] as well as in
recognition memory processes [41]- previously con-
firmed to be severely impaired in VGKCC-Ab-LE
patients - have been reported. In this study, pa-
tients memory scores were neither associated with
their manual HPC volume, nor with the volume of
the HPC clusters that correlated with the CT areas.
These results were expected and they are in accor-
dance with Loane et al. [3] which also accounts for
no correlation between the HPC atrophy and pa-
tients’ memory performance. A positive correlation
between the CA3 volume and episodic memory and
CA2/3 volume with verbal memory, is respectively
reported [4, 10] however, in the current study, due
to the limitations of the resolution of the acquired
data, subfield-specific relationships were not possi-
ble to explore. Moreover, no GM asymmetries were
found between VGKCC-Ab-LE patients and con-
trols. This lack of asymmetry may be explained
by the size of the sample of patients and it is pre-
dicted that with a broader and larger sample some
GM asymmetries may be found. However, the fact
that HPC atrophy in this specific group of patients
was bilateral is also important to consider. This
might perhaps suggest that groups with strong lat-
eralization of HPC atrophy may have corresponding
volumetric asymmetries in extra-MTL regions. Fur-
thermore, in a whole-brain voxel-based regression,
a negative correlation between the volumes of the
manually delineated HPC with patients asymmetry
index was found in the mPFC. This finding suggests
that when HPC volume decreases, the GM asym-
metry between hemispheres in patients in the PFC
increases. This also supports the idea of an impor-
tant relationship between the HPC and the PFC in
this specific group of patients. Although the lat-
est results are considered consistent with the litera-
ture, a TBM analysis was also conducted, in order
to help to cross-validate them. As expected, the
results of a bilateral volume reduction in HPC and
thalamus previously found in VBM when compar-
ing the two groups were also found. Moreover, the
areas that presented a reduction in CT were corre-
lated with GM volume of the previous clusters and
a positive correlation with the GM volume in the
bilateral HPC and left thalamus was found. In the
VBM analysis, the average CT of these prefrontal
areas correlated with GM volume in the left HPC
and bilateral thalamus and it is consistent with the
above. The clusters disclosed by the two analyses
spanned across identical regions and the previous
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differences are due to the fact that SPM only shows
the maximum peak voxels coordinates of each clus-
ter which does not mean that the clusters do not
extend to adjacent areas. This may suggest that
both bilateral HPC and thalamus are positively cor-
related with the areas that show a CT reduction.
Overall, the results obtained suggest that the struc-
tural abnormalities found in the PFC, more specifi-
cally in the Anterior Cingulate and mPFC, may be
driven by the HPC atrophy present in the patients
in this study. Damage in the broader PFC-HPC
may exacerbate amnesia.

4.4. Mediation Analysis

The mediation analysis performed suggests that a
significant overall indirect effect (mediated by the
Thalamic volume) was observed for area l9m (Left
anterior Cingulate and Medial Prefrontal Cortex).
This suggests that a considerable proportion of vari-
ance in cortical thinning in this area is explained by
the variance in the HPC atrophy through its cor-
relative thalamic atrophy. This is consistent with
earlier findings of thalamic atrophy in VGKCC-Ab-
LE patients that was correlative to HPC atrophy
[3]. It is also in line with evidence for an indirect
pathway from the HPC to the mPFC via thalamus
[43, 44]. This result then implies that HPC atro-
phy may trigger thalamic atrophy, which may in
turn compromise CT in some PFC areas. Although,
some investigation is required to determine the ex-
act areas that are affected by this causal effect since,
apparently, some are only affected by the HPC at-
rophy such as the area r8BL (Right anterior Cin-
gulate and mPFC) in which no mediation occurred
but a strong correlation with the HPC atrophy was
found.

5. Conclusions

This study has demonstrated that VGKCC-Ab-LE
not only results in bilateral HPC and thalamic atro-
phy, as already reported in literature, but also that
this atrophy may result in the HPC-PFC network
disruption and trigger significant cortical thinning
in the mPFC. Such CT reduction, accompanied by
the finding of gyrification reduction in the bilateral
insula might be related to the accentuated memory
deficits of the patients. These findings are of sig-
nificance in three important aspects. Firstly they
reveal structural variation in the VGKCC-Ab-LE
patients in different structures, namely the PFC
and the insula, and due to this, it is hypothesized
that there are other areas beyond the MTL that
are also possible to be affected by this disease. Sec-
ondly, the structure-behaviour correlations provide
shed light on the contributions of these structures in
the different memory processes captured by the dif-
ferent memory tests here. Thirdly, consistent with
previous studies that report an important pathway

between the HPC-PFC, structural covariance be-
tween these two structures in patients was demon-
strated, which suggests that cortical thinning in the
PFC is associated with HPC atrophy. Moreover,
a mediation analysis implied that the atrophy in
the HPC is directly related with the atrophy in
thalamus which will then affect CT in some PFC
areas. It is then hypothesized that the structural
abnormalities found in the PFC may be driven by
HPC atrophy directly, or indirectly via its effect on
the thalamus. These abnormalities may exacerbate
amnesia and explain some of the patients deficits,
which do not correlate with HPC volume. Further-
more, the relationship between different morpho-
metric measures across brain populations has not
received much attention so far, and this research
can also demonstrate the importance of the use of
diverse structural approaches in order to accurately
study the cortical differences and their association
with the diseases.

5.1. Limitations and Future Work

There are several shortcomings of this study
which must be considered. First, although it is hard
to find this specific type of patients, a larger sample
is needed in order to increase the statistical power.
Secondly, it is important to take into account the
resolution of the data acquired at a 3-Tesla and its
limitations in the accuracy of a structural analy-
sis and in the study of subfields that can be re-
lated with some findings and help to predict oth-
ers. Moreover, this study followed an exploratory
approach, considering many factors, and should be
pursued by a more confirmatory approach in order
to validate and further study all of the obtained
results and confirm that no false positives were pre-
sented. It is also important to address the lack of
a function in CAT12 which allows the direct ex-
traction of the cortical measures in the significant
clusters upon a certain contrast. This, although
the data was carefully examined and extracted in
order to correctly correspond to the significant clus-
ters, may lead to small inaccuracies. Finally, it is
worth acknowledging the possibility that the ob-
served memory impairment and the structural ab-
normalities found occur as products of the interac-
tion of HPC atrophy with other factors (e.g. struc-
tural and functional dysconnectivity) that have yet
to be identified. It is also important to resume
some possibilities that should be addressed by fu-
ture work:

1. A 7-Tesla study should be carried out in order
to assess if more regions show reduction in cortical
thickness and gyrification and if any difference in
the sulcus depth is noticeable. In conjunction would
also be very interesting if the size of the sample
increases.

2. A deeper study relating the bilateral insula
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with the VGKCC-Ab-LE patients and the influence
of this structure in the correspondingly impaired
composite scores, more specifically with the recogni-
tion verbal scores since they are the least discussed
in the literature.

3. Investigate further the relationship between
the HPC-PFC pathway and the neuropsychologi-
cal scores and also the exact areas affected by the
disruption not only of this network but also of the
HPC-thalamus-PFC one.

4. Study the integrity of the structural connec-
tivity of the HPC with the thalamus and the pre-
frontal cortex in patients, by way of tract-based spa-
tial statistics on DTI data.
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